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About This Game

Kingdom of Yan , a world of all catastrophes......
The land is drought , hunger and disease attributed to bloodshed and cruelty .

With the guidance of God , you have experienced greatness of hardships come to this land .
Evil rises , the dark lord is awakening to rule

the world again to infinite darkness .
He brought back Fires and Sinister , and the world of all things therefore dying again .

Only the holy craft would destroy the evil .
And you , the mighty warrior,

are set for this quest of conquer !

Conquer is an action-packed combat game experience crafted exclusively for VR/MR . The story is set in age of ancient
times where the players will explore the game's dilapidated world, Kingdom of Yan , which is occupied by evil beasts,

carrying the sacred gift of the gods to complete a quest against evil .

KEY FEATURES:

IMMERSIVE natural surroundings:

The high quality of the next generation of production allow the players to fully integrate into the game atmosphere .
Underground dark scary caves , the wonders of sky way , flamed waterfalls , and more all allow you to immerse yourself in the

visual phenomenon of Yan Kingdom .
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DIFFERENT weapons In place:

The game provides three weapons , through the use of fighting points to unlock & experience the thrill of different attacks .

COMBAT & strategy play :

In different scenes , players will challenge various types of evil creatures , as well as strategy settings which will tap into player's
logic skills bringing the excitement beyond the combat experience .

MASTER battle skills:

Players can unlock different weapons by practicing , learning counterattacks , disrupting, shifting , and releasing the ultimate
moves to score high points .

OPTIMIZED for the VR experience:

Superb balance between computer configuration , game graphic and effortless navigation , giving the players the highest visual
quality through the in-game setting menu .
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Title: Conquer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wan Studio
Publisher:
Wan Studio
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: window7 64bit

Processor: 2.8GHz dual-core CPU

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Mutate is a strange game. It feels really unpolished. The game isn't terrible, and for the price, it is quite honest, but I can not
recommend it, as it does not feel to me like a finished product. I would recommend that the developer switches to early access,
and polishes the game over time, increasing the price as it gets more enjoyable. The current idea isn't bad however, and it is
playable, but it feels like a free flash game straight from kongregate.

Get it if you are curious, but I consider this title to be sub-par, as it is.. This is a good port of the flash game I remember playing
many years ago as a kid. There are added modes, score and stat tracking, and plenty of challenges to give hours of replayability.

If you like Zuma you will enjoy this game and I recommend the purchase.. From the Store Page presentation, and the number
and variety of tracks, I expected a semi-serious yet humerous racing game.

It isn't even that. Actually, you'll simply spin and spin and spin and....well, you'll pretty much just spin.

And with zero developer response.

Friends don't let friends buy Calvin Tucker's Farm Animal Racing.. Fun game, with an interesting setting and compelling story.
There's a nice selection of skills with an involved and immersive unlock system.
Combat can be approached in many ways: Slow, tactical and thoughtful usage of the right spell at the right time for maximum
efficiency, spammy murderfest while your pets (grims) tank, full on petcombat with you as a support character... it's flexible.
But my favourite thing has to be the ambience and aesthetic. Music is excellent, visuals are awesome and the general "80's
saturday morning cartoon" vibe is fantastic.

Mad props to the devs for making an excellent game again (their previous title was Nihilumbra, and was funded with poker
winnings, that is the level of commitment these guys have).

It's also one of the few videogames that feature Catalan as one of the language options, that is commendable.

Solid recommendation for the pricetag it has.. Yeah great VR game... fast and great eye candy.

Had real fun standing up and dancing to the music ;). This game is unfinished and glitchy on startup. Overall it's terrible, not fun
to play and a waste of money.. A ton of personality, crisp, clean graphics and simple yet nuanced gameplay. The "Combat" via
quips is creative, and I honestly can't think of another game like it! This is a hidden gem.. Game looks good, lot of potential and
it´s worth buying. Go ahead and support the Devs ;) Yeah it´s buggy but I want to see more of this great game.. ONE OF THE
BEST GODDAMN PINBALLS EVER
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I just beat the game. It has so many bugs it's insane.

- Jumping is delayed. It's by design (so you can fall off a ledge and release Space to jump midair) but it's annoying.
- When you get hit your character can multiply. This alone would be confusing but when you have about 10 copies of your
character, the game drops down to single digit FPS.
- Some weapons don't swing at all.
- All weapons can be unlocked from the start since you get so much gold and there is nothing else to spend it on.
- After you beat a level, the game will go to a black screen. You can leave it by pressing Esc, choosing Main Menu and going to
the game again. However, it will mark the level you were playing as completed. It will also mark the next two levels as
completed, meaning that you can skip most of the levels in the game.
- If that black screen bug wasn't enough, it gets worse. In later levels, every level is completely black. Only the shopkeepers,
your character and the doors are visible. Walls and enemies are invisible. On top of that, even if you manage to beat a level, the
game has to be restarted. If you die in a level, you can try again but it makes the game lag very badly which means you pretty
much have to reset.
- One of the achievements is broken.

I found all this in three hours. Do not buy this game. It is not worth it to anyone.. Really enjoyed this game so far. Plays very
smooth and has a great atmosphere. Some of the story concepts are a little far fetched but what horror game isn't? If you enjoy
walking sim\/horror games in the vain of Slender man, then this is a great addition to your collection. You can check out my lets
play video to see the game in action. DevochkaQuest's presentation is fantastic, with childish art and low-key music, and a lot of
very cute animation. The puzzles are very simple, and usually just require you to click on everything clickable.
The description says the game is short, and that might actually be an understatement. The whole game can be completed in
under 10 minutes.
Also, despite its minuscule runtime the experience is very buggy and unpolished. There isn't even a title screen, and settings are
adjusted via an external utility.

Overall, I still feel DevochkaQuest (or GirlQuest) is a wonderful little gem of a game - a piece of childhood nostalgia and New
Year magic.. locomotion in this made me very ill quickly and I can play Vivecraft for hours flying all over the place. Seems like
it could be a cool game if it had better controls.. This game has potential, but as of this review it's still fairly buggy and feels
incomplete. It's being actively worked on, and IMHO should probably (still?) be marked and marketed as an Early Access title.
Avoid for now unless you want to help with the game's development. This will be updated with a more comprehensive review if
development slows down or the game reaches a state that feels more finished to me.. TL;DR: Buggy but still playable. Randomly
generated plants are fun to look at, especially the trees. Graphics are beautiful. Audio's kinda bad -- repetitive soundtrack, very
few sound effects, but it doesn't take away from the enjoyment. Overall it's a pleasant experience that you can only get here.

Getting more in-depth, there're a couple things to know if you want to enjoy this game.

First, there's a trash-bin to your left. Use that to get rid of the pot currently on your desk, or throw away seeds that you don't
particularly like. Note that doing that second thing makes the seed count glitch out, and you'll end up opening a brand new seed
packet to find anywhere from one to four seeds inside. It's still kinda worth it, because otherwise your seed drawer fills up with
junk.

Second, you can't edit or delete entries in your seed journal (from what I can tell), so only record ones you actually care about,
and make sure it's accurate before you send it in. Also, you might encounter a glitch where you enter the seed journal to find an
entry already open, right-click out of it, and discover your cursor is stuck in the middle of the screen. Just back out, go back in,
close the entry, and this time it'll work. Having to do that every time does get old, though...

Third, you can rotate the circular thingy on your desk if you want to get a better look at your current plant, and you can put
multiple plants in certain pots. Using planters to try out your five newest seeds at once is recommended.

Lastly, there's a bug where, if you try to grab a new pot when one is already on your desk, you'll get stuck halfway between the
pot shelf and your desk, and you'll have to exit to the menu and start the day over. That one kinda sucks, so watch out.

The rest of the issues are kinda minor. A few typos, a noticeable lack of sound effects, disappointing randomly generated plants,
an overabundance of sameface succulents, the depressing sense that the main character has no friends and never ventures
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outside... but it's really more good than bad. You get to settle into a comfortable routine of discovering new plants, filing them
away in your notebook, fulfilling requests, and acquiring new pots. You get to experience the frustration of just starting out, the
pang of rejection, and the satisfaction of a job well done. Eventually, you're putting together genuinely beautiful arrangements
using your best finds and your shiniest pots, and that feels pretty good. And the trees actually look amazing; they're my favorite
part of the game.

So if that sounds like a good time to you, and you don't mind the price, I very much recommend this game.. THATS MY
GAME :). Awesome. Finished single player campaign. Great story, great voice acting and great visual/audio presentation,
especially for the time. Well worth every penny.
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